Part 4:

The Science Behind the Art of Search:
Using Assessments to Understand
How You Think and Lead

Assessments are
increasingly being used
during the executive
search process to provide
a scientific perspective
and ensure the best
candidate-organization
“fit.”
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n his writings about leadership, Steven R. Covey frequently
talks about “The Whole Person Paradigm,” which encourages leaders to look at and manage employees as “whole

people” – body, heart, mind and spirit. An executive recruiter’s job
is to evaluate people through interviews, referencing and a careful review of their professional accomplishments. But recognizing
patterns of decision making, information processing, socializing
and managing leadership challenges – i.e., understanding how
people really think and behave in a variety of situations as well as
what values ultimately drive them, while getting insight into who
they are as a “whole person” – can be difficult to ascertain through
traditional methods alone.
As David Everhart, a senior partner in Korn/Ferry’s Leadership and
Talent Consulting group in Shanghai, explains, “Interviews can
provide a great deal of insight into the person, but this depends in
part on the skill of the interviewer since some people are very good
at thinking on their feet and giving answers that ‘fit’ the questions
being asked.”

“Assessments open
up a line of inquiry
and examination
that would not
necessarily emerge
organically. The
assessment also
Dana Landis enables executive
Korn/Ferry
recruiters to help
Los Angeles
clients onboard and
facilitate a smooth transition for their
placements.”

Assessments are therefore increasingly being used during the
executive search process to provide a scientific perspective that
complements the recruiter’s intuition about hidden issues or
strengths and a person’s true potential.
Miguel Antonetti, senior client partner in Korn/Ferry’s Caracas office,
adds: “People being interviewed typically show their leadership style
to the interviewer, which is how they behave when trying to influence
others. Simulation-based assessments get at the person’s thinking
style – how they make decisions when not trying to impress others.
Today’s advanced assessment methodologies use business case
studies that are very hard to ‘game’ and thus show a lot about how
a person truly operates.”
While assessments can be used at any point during a search,
they are particularly powerful at the final stages, especially if the
organization is facing a tough decision between two or three
otherwise equally qualified candidates. They also can be used to
help answer some of the questions that tend to surface later in the
selection process, such as: “Is this candidate mature enough to take
over the CFO position within the next three years?” or, “Can this
CEO lead a turnaround?”
Assessments of any kind can be intimidating, particularly if you are
vying for a job that could be career defining. The following explains
what the most sophisticated tools in the market today do and do
not measure, and how you can work with an executive recruiter and
hiring organization to frame the patterns your personal assessment
reveals.

Career Assessments, Personality Tests and Competency
Measurement: What Is the Difference?

Anyone who has reached a certain level of seniority likely will have
been graded, judged or even “categorized” at some point in their
life through various personality or IQ tests. For example, the wellknown Myers Briggs assessment might have been given to you in
school or at one of your first employers to help you determine your
career preferences, thereby influencing your choice of study or work.
Or, you could have decided to take a mid-career self-assessment
online to help decide whether to change career direction. These are
very different from the assessment programs used by organizations
like Korn/Ferry to identify the best people for senior-level leadership
positions today. (For more information on Korn/Ferry’s StyleView™
assessment methodology, see the sidebar on page 7.)
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OFFERING INSIGHTS INTO HOW YOU THINK AND LEAD
Talent assessments identify competencies and drivers critical to an organization’s
success, and use research-based tools to evaluate individuals for cultural fit. For
example, while Korn/Ferry’s assessment methodologies do measure styles and
tendencies, they do not measure pathology, personality or intelligence. Instead,
they provide a number of useful insights into:
Leadership Style: This reflects how an executive builds relationships, influences
others, facilitates work teams or gives presentations
n

Values: Cultural and other factors that can affect the executive’s fit with the new
organization, and which energize and guide their behavior and performance

n

Emotional Competencies: An executive’s ability to deal with uncertainty, risk
and complex interpersonal situations

n

Thinking Style: How the executive behaves when not tailoring his or her image
for others – most commonly used when solving problems and making decisions
behind closed doors, this is very hard to predict without a proper assessment

n

One source of tension for anyone taking these appraisals is the
sense that they need to get the answers “right.” Another is the fear
of discovering something about themselves that they might not be
aware of or perceive as a “negative.” While this is more common
amongst junior executives, who are sometimes intimidated by what
an assessment might reveal, even C-level executives can feel the
pressure if they are in the final stages of being considered for a
prestigious role.
To alleviate this anxiety, remember that there are, in fact, no “right
and wrong” answers, and that what is most important is to be
yourself and respond candidly and authentically. The only thing you
can do to prepare is set aside ample time to take the assessment,
which typically lasts between 45 to 60 minutes and is conducted
via online surveys, paper questionnaires or, for some organizations,
over the phone. Relax and remember that ultimately, the purpose of
the assessment is to raise or clarify questions, rather than to provide
100 percent foolproof answers about your potential. The most
successful candidates are the ones who are the best “fit” with a client
organization, so think of assessment as a way of finding the optimal
degree of fit between you and your next role.
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SAMPLE ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER CANDIDATE
Based on the unique characteristics of this hypothetical COO position, a validated Best-in-Class profile
was selected against which the scores of an executive, “Donald Sample,” were compared. The graphs
below and on page five speak to the degree to which Donald’s leadership and decision-making styles,
emotional competencies and values fit the specific demands of the position and the organization’s culture.

LEADERSHIP STYLES
DEFINITION
Behavior when the individual is aware of her/his approach,
typically when building relationships, influencing others,
facilitating meetings, or making presentations
n TASK FOCUSED Clear and concise communication |
States expectations succinctly | Focuses on immediate
tasks | Expresses views candidly
n SOCIAL Approachable | Informal, interactive, and
inclusive | Solicts others’ input | Responds with interest to
others’ views

INTELLECTUAL Sets high standards | Relies on
knowledge and expertise | Communicates detailed
expectations and information | Inclination to stand firm
and assert views
n

PARTICIPATIVE Collaborative and patient | Open to
alternate viewpoints | Appreciates idea exchange |
Encourages consensus and involvement
n

ANALYSIS

When working with others, Donald will perform best when addressing
issues that are technically complex, and where errors can have very
serious consequences. However, when tackling a new problem and
diverse perspectives are needed, Donald should make a special effort 		
to show interest in and openness to others’ input and alternative ideas.

THINKING STYLES
DEFINITION
How an individual behaves when not tailoring her/his image
for others – most commonly, when solving problems and
making decisions behind closed doors or when working
with close colleagues
n ACTION FOCUSED Completes tasks quickly | Keeps
things on track | Persists and follows through | Meets
commitments | Consistent and orderly

FLEXIBLE Intuitive | Generates ideas and alternatives
easily | Adapts quickly to new circumstances | Can shift
directions easily
n

n COMPLEX Focuses on quality | Thorough and accurate | 							
Designs detailed strategic plans | Concerned about the
ANALYSIS
long term | Works according to a plan and asserts views
When working alone or with close associates, Donald will perform

best when addressing issues that are complex and unusual, and where

CREATIVE Creative and innovative | Looks at issues
established methods or solutions may not apply. However, where time is
from multiple angles | Appreciates diverse perspectives | 								
of the essence and a clear course of action must be followed, Donald
Very tolerant of complexity
should stay alert to the need to take action quickly and decisively.
n
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EMOTIONAL COMPETENCIES
DEFINITION
Factors that influence a person’s capacity to interact
with others and deal effectively with emotionally charged
situations
AMBIGUITY TOLERANCE Tolerates or enjoys
uncertainty | Comfortable with diversity | Handles
change easily | Thrives on variety
n

n COMPOSURE Calm | Cool under pressure |
Emotionally steady | Not frustrated easily

EMPATHY Sizes up self and others accurately |
Anticipates others’ reactions | Appreciates people’s
feelings and preferences
n

ENERGY Mental energy and stamina | Capacity to
sustain analytic thinking | Tenacity in the face of
difficult tasks | Overall intensity of behavior
n

n HUMILITY Situational adaptability | Willingness to
accommodate others’ methods | Ease in dealing with
diverse styles
n CONFIDENCE Willingness to tackle risks and
challenges | Self-assurance in dealing with conflicts
and tensions | Eagerness to stretch capabilities

ANALYSIS

Donald’s scores are closest to the baseline in Empathy. Thus, Donald is
likely to be sufficiently perceptive of others’ views, feelings and capabilities
when navigating the social complexities inherent in this position. Donald’s
scores are also close to the baseline in Composure (likely to remain calm
and effective when handling the pressures of this position). In addition,
Donald’s profile fits the baseline in Energy. Donald’s scores diverge from
the baseline profile in Humility. Consequently, Donald is likely to adopt
alternate approaches to dealing with situations and people quite readily.
This could create the impression that Donald lacks conviction. Donald
may benefit from sticking to a particular approach, rather than so
frequently accommodating the preferences of others. Donald’s scores
also diverge from the baseline in Confidence. Consequently, Donald
may be more cautious than necessary when weighing risks, managing
conflict, or handling particularly challenging situations. At such times,
Donald might benefit from leveraging additional resources so that difficult
challenges are addressed in a timely and effective manner.

VALUES/CULTURE
DEFINITION
Factors that affect the fit between the person and the
organization and that energize and give direction to a
person’s behavior and performance
n EXPERT Motivated to gain in-depth expertise |
Prefers stability and security | Desires recognition for
specialized knowledge and competence

COMPETITIVE Motivated by opportunities to lead 								
and influence others | Desires to achieve important
ANALYSIS
Analysis of Donald’s career values indicates that Donald will be most
outcomes | Motivated to compete and win
n

LEARNING Motivated to broaden skills and
knowledge | Desires opportunities for creativity |
Enjoys helping others learn and grow
n

n ENTREPRENEURIAL Motivated by variety and
novelty | Prefers to be self-directing | Enjoys people
interaction | Likes informal working environments

motivated to perform at a high level in a culture that emphasizes aggressive growth, competition and energetic leadership. In this respect, there
appears to be a close fit between Donald’s values in this category and the
corresponding values of this organization’s culture. However, Donald might
feel that too much importance is placed on opportunism and independent
initiative. To help close this gap, we recommend that, as much as possible,
Donald be given assignments that do not require getting frequently involved
in short-term, unfamiliar activities where responsibilities are poorly defined.
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THE BENEFITS OF
ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK
FOR EXECUTIVES
Helps identify the risks,
issues and opportunities that
an executive may face when
they are new to a role
n

n Provides insights on
leadership styles, culture and
values, competencies and
thinking styles

Increases the chances
of an incoming leader’s
success and long-term
tenure
n

Powerful self-awareness
tool included in the search
process
n

“Leadership
roles must be
considered
‘in context.’ A
great leader in
New York may
be a disaster in
Tokyo. Therefore,
David Everhart
Korn/Ferry Shanghai assessments
should be
carefully benchmarked to the
organizational and business culture
– as well as the national culture – in
which the executive would operate
and lead.”
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As Dana Landis, director of search assessment for Korn/Ferry in
Los Angeles, remarks, “At its best, the tool is a directional guide that
encourages further observation and probing.” Korn/Ferry’s Everhart
agrees that no assessment should be used as the sole validation for
hiring (or not hiring) someone.
Do your best to be open to receiving the feedback contained in
your automated assessment report, which will be available to you
immediately upon completion. This is a great chance for you to
not only learn more about yourself but also to put your behavioral
patterns into perspective and demonstrate a high degree of selfknowledge.

Putting Competencies into Context:
Interpreting Your Assessment Report

Once you have done your part and completed the assessment
exercise, the executive recruiter will likely schedule a follow-up
interview to obtain an even clearer picture of your true strengths
and areas for development, based on what was revealed in your
assessment.
Use this time as an opportunity to give your interpretation of what
you bring to the table and how you apply your unique style to a
variety of situations. For more tips on how to demonstrate a high
level of self-awareness during an interview, please refer to the third
part of this article series, “Distinguishing Yourself as a True Leader
During Behavioral Competency Interviews.”
This is especially important because it is not uncommon for
a candidate’s assessment scores to look very different from
what the executive recruiter or hiring organization would have
expected. In such cases, rather than changing their mind about
a candidate immediately, they use it as a cue to take a closer
look. If the assessment raises new questions about an executive’s
appropriateness for a specific position, the executive recruiter might
schedule another interview to address those areas of concern, or
even conduct more targeted referencing to deduce whether there is
an underlying issue that may not have come out initially. If everything
checks out, they will continue to move the candidate forward in the
process, and may even recommend filling any gaps through specific
coaching and onboarding once they are hired.
Some hiring organizations can be too quick to dismiss assessment
results while others rely too heavily on them. In cases where the
assessment mirrors themes that emerged during interviews or

references, the client is able to see first-hand how the data support
earlier assumptions. For client organizations that might take the
assessment data too literally, an executive recruiter will not only
carefully put it into a larger context for them but will also explain the
true significance and meaning of the executive’s ratings for each
category or competency to ensure they are clearly understood.

“First impressions
and knee-jerk
reactions are
practically eliminated
when assessments
are used to
make a decision
Maximize Your Talent
between finalist
Miguel Antonetti
As a stand alone, assessments are not sufficient for making hiring
candidates. Instead, Korn/Ferry Caracas
decisions. But combined with all the information that is collected
recruiters and hiring
throughout the course of a search, the data they provide are an
organizations are more apt to make
excellent supplement, and can add an important dimension towards their decision based on experience and
understanding who an executive is as a “whole person.” While
competencies than on ‘gut feelings.’”

nothing can replace the years of experience executive recruiters
have spent interviewing candidates, assessment findings afford
them another level of confidence that their placements will thrive
in their new positions. This process not only helps to maximize
an organization’s investment in talent, but also help executives
themselves to maximize their own talent.
ABOUT KORN/FERRY’S STYLEVIEW™ ASSESSMENT

Korn/Ferry uses the StyleView™ assessment methodology designed by Decision Dynamics, LLC to provide
insights into the way an executive thinks and behaves in the context of problem-solving and decision-making. As
Kenneth R. Brousseau, Ph.D. and chief executive of Decision Dynamics, explains, research shows that people’s
self-perceived styles predict how they will behave when they feel they are in the public eye and wish to project an
appropriate image. “We use this portion of the assessment to measure an executive’s leadership styles. The other
part of the assessment indicates how an executive thinks and decides when focusing attention on a decision
or a problem and is not thinking about oneself, as he or she might do when working alone or with very close
associates. We use this to measure an executive’s private, day-to-day thinking styles. Together, these two parts
provide a unique, in-depth profile of an executive’s ‘inner and outer’ ways of handling decision-making.”
At Korn/Ferry, the StyleView™ assessment is augmented by a library of best-in-class executive profiles drawn
from the company’s global database of assessments. An executive’s profile can be matched against any profile
from the best-in-class library to gauge the likelihood of his or her success in particular positions and to pinpoint
developmental issues.
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About The Korn/Ferry Institute

The Korn/Ferry Institute was founded to serve as a premier
global voice on a range of talent management and leadership
issues. The Institute commissions, originates and publishes
groundbreaking research utilizing Korn/Ferry’s unparalleled
expertise in executive recruitment and talent development
combined with its preeminent behavioral research library. The
Institute is dedicated to improving the state of global human
capital for businesses of all sizes around the world.

About Korn/Ferry International

Korn/Ferry International, with a presence throughout the
Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, is a
premier global provider of talent management solutions. Based
in Los Angeles, the firm delivers an array of solutions that help
clients to attract, develop, retain and sustain their talent. Visit
www.kornferry.com for more information on the Korn/Ferry
International family of companies, and www.kornferryinstitute.
com for thought leadership, intellectual property and research.
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